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Ice Cream Leads to Love
By Slifka Center Trustee Evan Farber, BR ’99 and Rebecca Straus Farber, JE ‘01
It must have started with kosher ice cream, though
neither of us can remember for sure. When we zoom
back in reverse through the film of our lives, before
the two loving children, before the nearly ten years of
marriage, before the nearly five more
years of dating, even before Rebecca took
over for Evan as co-chair of Yale Hillel’s
Education Committee, it must have started
with kosher ice cream.

In this edition
Slifka Center brings
you stories of Love
to inspire you
this Spring.
Enjoy!

else would Rebecca have felt
comfortable attending the
Orthodox minyan just to
visit Evan, and where else would Evan
have volunteered to serve as the
tenth person at the Egalitarian
Minyan just to impress Rebecca?

And where else but at a warm, friendly, welcoming place like the Kosher Kitchen would a very
How can we be so sure? Before answershy female freshmen come up to a gregarious
ing that question, it’s worth pausing to
junior during her very first week of school and
observe how the story of our romance is
ask to sit at his table for dinner? Though in
so quintessentially Yale Hillel – that is, why
fact, even given how friendly and welcoming
there are so few places in the country that
Yale Hillel is, why on earth would she have
we could have met and started dating, and
done that? Unless, of course, she had already
why we’re so lucky, and so thrilled, that Evan Farber, BR ’99 and
met him a few days earlier at the Hillel’s freshYale Hillel was one of them. Where else Rebecca Straus Farber, JE ’01 man orientation ice cream social... and unless,
would we have tried to study for finals together, but in of course, we were drawn towards each other, enough
vain, because of the regular stream of welcome inter- so that over 15 years later, we were still in love.
ruptions by close friends passing through on the way So the ice cream we might be just inferring, but Yale
to the Kosher Kitchen for lunch or dinner? Where else Hillel’s central role in bringing us together has never been
would we have been encouraged to spend the summer in doubt. And to this day we still sing “Bulldogs”after
learning together in Israel at Pardes, even though Evan Birkat HaMazon at Shabbat dinner, just to prove it.
was Orthodox and Rebecca Conservative? In fact, where

A Passion for Art
By Lucy H. Partman, CC ’14
Slifka Center has been renewed as a
dynamic gallery of new and rotating art
exhibits. People come to Slifka Center to
Lucy H. Partman,
pray, to learn, or to eat. Now once again,
CC ’14
they can find a place here through art – and undergraduate students can fully participate as artists and subjects,
curators and audience.
As a Junior last spring I was able to bring my personal
passion for art here, which has become a home for my
entire suite. Times Ten, now hung in the Zucker Reading
Room, features my painted portraits of the ten independent, compassionate women who comprise my remarkable
campus family. This led to the beginning of Slifka Arts, an
undergraduate organization under the direction of CHINO,

S l i f k a
C e n t e r ’s
Director of
Operations,
which first
featured
my art, and
now allows
me to be a
curator.

Max Missner Budovitch, CC ’13 discusses his work.

Our first offering is I Asked for Wonder, photographs by
undergraduates that depict fleeting moments in the banal
and beyond.We brought the teachings of Heschel, the
wonder and miracle of Hanukkah, and special moments
captured with a camera flash, creating a new lens to see
art. These diverse and fascinating images are on display
in the Lindenbaum Kosher Kitchen.

– continued on page five

Hide and Seek: Divine Love at Slifka Center
By Rabbi Leah Cohen, Executive Director and Senior Jewish Chaplain
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So often when we think
of the concept of love,
romantic love is the
first thing that comes
to mind. Our society is
Rabbi Leah Cohen (far right) greets Gary
saturated in the idealJones, ADL’s Connecticut Regional Director
ization of this form
and Sydney Perry P ’05, Jewish Federation
of Greater New Haven’s CEO at a recent
of love. But perhaps
Slifka Center Hanukkah Celebration
this perspective is not
unique to our times. Song of Songs, the ancient text ascribed
to King Solomon that we read at this time of year, is at first
blush, a love story. In our tradition, this paean of sensual love is
recast as the love between God and Israel. The canonization of
this text into our sacred literature neatly reconciles the appeal
of romantic love with the loftier notion of divine love.

intoxication something that can be taught? Or is it inherent
in some individuals, but not others? The fields of science and
theology have not come to any conclusions here, but what is
true, is that love of God and God’s love of humanity is a worthy
subject to consider. But how? Part of the answer is finding the
time, space, commitment and language to safely explore this
topic which by definition is ineffable. There is an element of
trust and risk, a delicate stepping forward and pausing, then
pushing ahead.

However, the central act of love in this piece is not consummation, rather it is seeking. At Slifka Center, a casual observer
can see many acts taking place. People are eating or meeting, praying or studying, singing or arguing, and sometimes
just hanging out. Wandering around the building or scrolling
through our calendar there is a dizzying array of activity.

This rhythm of seeking and finding, and seeking again is heard
throughout the building and beyond our walls if you listen
closely. Sometimes it is expressed in explicit conversations
about God; more often it comes out in less direct discussions.
It comes up when, as young adults, students grapple with finding the meaning of their lives, with creating the identities they
wish to assume, and with the need to forge supportive relationships. Working with students, I have found that reconciling
issues of reason and faith provides a rich field for personal
growth. In this work, I am frequently reminded of the Jewish
teaching, “Where does God live? … the answer: Wherever you
let Him in.”

But what you can’t see might be the most important activity
going on. Just below the surface of all the delightful tumult of
our vibrant center is the quiet garden where the two lovers,
God and Israel, seek to find one another.
In Song of Songs, there are fleeting moments of great bliss and
stretches of anguished searching. There is passion and drama,
hope and disappointment. There is yearning and satisfaction,
followed by a seemingly unquenchable desire for more. Is God

Slifka Center
and Israel
Programming
By Adam Beckman, TD ’16,
Yale Hillel Israel Chair
I love that on any given day the
Slifka Center is both an outlet for
us as students to celebrate and laugh, as well as a forum
for us to engage in honest and challenging dialogue. I’d
like to share two such experiences – my most memorable
of the year – with you now.
Adam Beckman, TD ’16

In September, I worked alongside the Israel team here at
Slifka Center to host Israel Fest. On a sunny afternoon,
freshmen through seniors from all different parts of Yale
swung by Old Campus to listen to HaDag Nachash, eat
falafel with humus, race in the inflatable obstacle course,
collect t-shirts, and sign up for a free Taglit-Birthright
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Recently, I was asked by a group of students to help facilitate
a weekly discussion group. In our opening session we probed
Judaism’s answers to such questions as: Does God exist? If so,
what does that mean for me? If not, what does that mean too?
Am I in a relationship with God? If so, what am I supposed to
do? Says who?

One such dwelling place would certainly be at 80 Wall Street –
Joseph Slifka Center for Jewish Life at Yale.

trip to Israel which is taking place as I write this piece.
Generous donors to Slifka Center gave us this day to
embrace the Israeli culture so many of us love and share
it with the rest of the broader community.
And this winter, we launched the second year of the
Slifka Israel Education Fellowship. After receiving nearly
70 applications, we formed two groups of students who
meet every other week to discuss difficult domestic Israeli
issues. Leaders of the Slifka Israel community (including
a recent alumnus) facilitate the conversation using texts
and primary sources. The participants come from a range
of backgrounds: some lived in Israel for years, others
have never wrestled with Israel issues or stepped foot
in the Slifka Center prior to this fellowship. We’ve been
impressed by the way all have engaged deeply and gone
beyond talking points, thinking in a collaborative group,
yet disagreeing and challenging each other’s opinions.
I love Slifka Center for making Israel focused experiences
possible in many forms everyday. Thank you to those of
you who support this programming.
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Yale Hillel
Sweethearts
By Scott Cantor, CC ’81 and
Lisa Stone, BR ’78, MPH ‘82
We never thought of ourselves
as “sweethearts” but we are,
in fact, Yale Hillel sweethearts.
Yale Hillel brought us together
in the fall of 1977 and it kept
bringing us together throughout the year until we realized
Lisa Stone, BR ’78, MPH ’82
and Scott Cantor, CC ’81
how much we loved each
other, beginning in the spring of 1978.
Lisa was working that year in the Hillel office in the basement of Bingham Hall. Those were “primitive” days of
the Yale Jewish Community – she had a part-time job at
Hillel called “program assistant”. She did anything and
everything to make events happen for students. She
posted flyers all over campus, arranged for speakers, and
helped students create social events. She would even
drive to the Lender’s factory for bagels and Entenmann’s
discount store for pastries. (The fall of 1977 was a challenging time in Yale’s labor history – there was a strike
of all food service, maintenance, and custodial workers
– and so study breaks were a big deal.)
We met at a Hillel welcome “start of the year” picnic
located at Farnam Memorial Gardens (just beyond
Science Hill). It’s hilarious, but true, that Lisa met Steve

Loving
Israel from
New Haven
By Lea Winter, CC ‘15
On Israeli Independence
Day freshman year, I
sat in Slifka Center’s
Lindenbaum
Kosher
Kitchen eating falafel
Yalies Lea Winter, CC ’15 with Isabel
Singer, MC ‘16 and Shira Winter, ES ’12, when I was transported
visit the Ba’Hai Gardens in Haifa.
by the sounds of Israel
coming from elsewhere in building. Students were
gathered upstairs singing Israeli songs, rejoicing in their
longing for the ancient gates of Jerusalem of Gold. The
music echoed the sounds from Jerusalem that I heard as
a thirteen-year-old girl, walking with my family outside a
park where dozens of resident and visiting Jerusalemites

Masters ‘81 at the same time, and confused the two of
them for several weeks, simply because both were exceptionally enthusiastic, and both became Hillel regulars.
(Steve and Scott, along with David Jaffe ’82, all remain
great friends.) Soon it was clear who was who, as Scott
became Old Campus Chair of the Yale Jewish Appeal
(YJA). That meant he spent even more time in the Hillel
office, so we were getting to know each other through
meaningful work, and creating a Jewish community.
We both loved going to the Reform Chavurah for
Shabbat services; the group frequently met in fellows
lounges adjacent to dining halls, but most often in the
Branford Fellows Lounge under Harkness Tower. Despite
not always feeling confident, Scott was a natural leader.
He brought a lot of life to the Chavurah and made YJA
wildly successful. Lisa brought as much stability and
continuity as she could with limited resources. She put
together a few scrapbooks which may still be available
to see at Slifka! Scott jokingly called himself the Hillel
“Czar” – there were no officers or titles for student
volunteers in the organization back then – it indicated
how involved and committed he was to Hillel.
We’ve always made our support for Slifka Center as obvious as possible, because of all Hillel does for so many
Yalies, not just those of us who find their beshert there.
We always visit Slifka Center when we’re on campus; we
always want to feel the joy of seeing what an amazing
place it continues to be, and how the community has
grown to include everyone who wants to be part of it.

had congregated. At Yale – an ocean away from the
evening glow of the Jerusalem stones – I constantly long
for Israel. But I have the hills of the Golan and dunes of
the Negev on the walls of my dorm room, and perched
on my desk is a “Neviot” water bottle that accompanied me on a hike to Tzfat. When I work in Slifka Center
on Tuesday nights, Israel’s national music resonates up
to the library from Israeli Dancing. When I hang out in
Slifka, I find many Slifka-ites who are eager to speak
Hebrew with me. Through Slifka Center and the guidance of our Israel Fellow, Amir Sagron, I have pursued
my other interests within the context of Israel: laboratory research at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot and
at the Technion Institute in Haifa; leading a program for
Jewish, Arab, and international children at the Jerusalem
American International School to teach ballet and how
dance can facilitate cooperation and coexistence. I am at
Yale and not in Israel, but Slifka houses an Israeli soul and
lets us dwell in that soul here at Yale.
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What do you love about Slifka Center?
We asked some Yale students, and this is what they had to say...

Current Slifka students Daniel
First, ES ’14; Jaime Halberstam,
SM ’16 and David Lilienfeld, ES ’15

There are many places at
Yale to find a community of
undergraduate students, but
what I love most about Slifka
Center is that it goes beyond
this and provides a warm and
welcoming community of
undergraduates, graduate
students, New Haven locals,
and staff.
-Jaime Halberstam, SM ‘16

I love the ladders in the library! And I love that I get
to hear live performances from groups practicing in the chapel while I study on the third floor.
-Becca Bakal, BR ‘16
I love that the kosher kitchen is always full of my friends.
-Leah Sarna, PC ‘14
I love how many minyanim there are on Shabbat.
-Leah Salovey, TD ‘17

I love that you can pray, learn, dance and do krav maga
in the same room.
-Josh Fitt, BR ‘17
As a grad student, sometime you feel disconnected from student life of the university. But luckily for
me, Slifka Center has become my home base at Yale.
-
Elyssa
Kanet,
Graduate
student
in
Religion
and Ethics ‘14
I love Slifka Center because it’s a building that always
has what I need: kosher food, intellectual stimulation, my favorite joke being retold a thousandth
time, and, most of all, plenty of friends – old, new,
and yet-to-be made! I also appreciate meeting folks
from different parts of the University and New Haven.
-Michael Pomeranz, SM ‘09 LAW ‘14
I love the strong community Slifka Center helps foster and
the way it infuses conversation about values and ethics, in
particular Jewish values and ethics, into social justice work.
-Jacob Wolf-Sorokin, CC ‘16

An Invitation from the Slifka Center Development Office
Joseph Slifka Center
for Jewish Life at Yale
is a warm and inviting
place in the “heart” of
campus… here you will
find plenty of love and
support for the Jewish
cultural, religious, and
social
opportunities
Jennifer Rogin Wallis and Lynn Jackson
Quinn of the Development Office help host at that enrich both Yale’s
the Slifka Center Tailgate at The Game 2013
Jewish and non-Jewish
community. Whether you come to the building for our
“Slifka Cookies” or the Kosher Kitchen’s creamy cheesy
pasta, the comfort and camaraderie of friends, to study
or attend a lecture – or even if you hope to find your
“Beshert” (that is, predestined soul mate) – there are
many possibilities to connect with Judaism, with yourself, and with one another. We would like to especially
thank the “Slifka Couples” who shared their stories with
us for this special issue on love.

Slifka Center would not be all that it is today without the
generous and continued support of our alumni, parents,
community members and friends. If you love what we
do, if you love the possibilities of what can happen here
– on campus, through internships, and on trips to Israel
– please show your support by making a contribution
today. If you love the fact that Tomorrow’s Jewish leaders
are influenced Today by what they learn and experience at Slifka Center, please show your support. We
are extremely grateful to all of our donors and sponsors,
and are continually inspired to make Slifka Center, home
to Yale Hillel,the best campus resource it can be for our
undergraduate and graduate students, their families,
and faculty and friends.
Please come in and say hello when you are next in New
Haven, or visit us at any time at slifkacenter.org. For more
information on Slifka Center, or giving opportunities to
support our varied programming, please contact Jennifer
Rogin Wallis at jennifer.wallis@yale.edu.

Did You Know? Tu B’Av is a Jewish summer holiday, and in Israel, it is celebrated as
a day of love similar to Valentine’s Day and considered a great day to be married.
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Love your
neighbor as
yourself
By Rabbi Megan Doherty, Senior
Jewish Fellow & Associate Rabbi
Rabbi Megan Doherty (right)
with her wife Lital Ruderman,
PhD, Post-Doctoral Researcher
in Comparative Medicine, Yale
University.

One of the Jewish values that
the students and staff at Slifka
Center embody most profoundly is the injunction to “love
your neighbor as yourself.” Whether through providing space for all kinds of campus events, or welcoming
anyone with a meal plan to enjoy the delicious food in
our Lindenbaum Kosher Kitchen, we pride ourselves on
our open doors, open minds and open hearts, and relish
our connections to the whole Yale community.
We also actively seek out specifically inter-religious and
inter-faith conversations and connections. The week-

ly Christian-Jewish Bible study group has been meeting
regularly for three years, and last year the group traveled
together to Israel to share in an experience of each other’s
holy places. Jews and Muslims at Yale (JAM) formed in
the wake of 9-11, and is still a core location for Muslim –
Jewish dialogue and friendship formation. Slifka Center
rabbis are active participants in Yale Religious Ministries
– a monthly gathering of all of the religious professionals
on Yale’s campus to foster conversation and collegiality
among different religious groups. Magevet, the Jewish,
Hebrew and Israeli a capella group at Yale, has members
from across the Jewish spectrum and also from a variety
of other faith traditions. The friendships and learning
that happen across these boundaries transform lives.
Jewish identity formation doesn’t happen in a vacuum,
and at Slifka Center we are blessed to be part of Yale – a
community wild in its diversity and enthusiastic in is curiosity. Neighbors like these are easy to love.

Slifka Center Leadership through the Years
Past Slifka Center Board Chairs recently gathered at Slifka Center (L to R): Professor
Bernard Lytton ’71 (Honorary), P ’87, P ’91 LAW; Professor Edward Kamens ’74, ’82 PhD,
P ’09; Professor Dan Oren ’79, ’83 MD; Dr. Ruth King, and Professor Robert “Bo” Burt
’64 LLB, ’76 (Honorary), P ’89; all with current Board Chair David Slifka ’01 and Rabbi
James Ponet, ’68, P ’97, Howard M. Holtzmann Jewish Chaplain at Yale.

“A Passion for Art” – continued from page one
Paintings by recent graduate Max Missner Budovitch, CC
’13 comprise the show Time is a Place now hanging in
the Allan and Leah Rabinowitz Gallery. His large works
explores his relationship between home in America and
Israel, and distance and time. Max has us reflect on our
own place and time, and to ask what place we love.
Everyone has a shirt they love, and many feature a compelling graphic or quote. T-Shirt Talk: The Art of Reimagining
Cultural Jewish Identity was recently featured in the
Yale Daily News. Curator Anne Grant collected t-shirts
from Hillels to Urban Outfitters, to create this colorful,
thought-provoking exhibit in the Sylvia Slifka Chapel.
The collection asks what can we learn about contemporary Jewish identity from material objects created by
culturally Jewish individuals and groups?

At the Hanukkah Banquet
Dean Mary Miller ’81 PhD, P ’09 and Professor Ed
Kamens ’74, ’82 PhD, P ’09 join students at Yale Hillel.

Later this spring, majestic cyanotype scrolls by New
Haven artist Leah Caroline will fill our second floor. Her
work incorporates both natural imagery and the Hebrew
text from Song of Songs, a text read during Passover. In
addition, the artist will lead a student workshop on the
photographic process used to create her distinctive cyanblue prints.
Producing an exhibit is a labor of love, just is the process
of creating art. Slifka Center has provided an extraordinary opportunity for undergraduates to work with artists
to develop their art, synthesize and write about ideas
and creations, design a cohesive exhibition, and get
people to interact with art. We envision future student
curators bringing new and meaningful exhibits here with
the support of the wonderful Slifka Center community.
Please check out and “like” our Slifka Arts page on
Facebook for more information, images, and video.
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Loving in Concentric Circles
By Rabbi Noah Cheses, Co-Director of the Seif Jewish
Learning Initiative on Campus (JLIC) at Yale
My wife Sarah and I serve the Jewish community at Yale
as an extension of our love for each other. When we
were engaged to be married, a good friend suggested
that we write a “mission statement” for our lives together. We engaged in the exercise and filed the results away
in some folder on our computer. Recently, as I began to
think about our upcoming 5th anniversary, I felt a tug to
dig it up and read it. Here are a few sentences I discovered, which relate to our mission, as a couple, at the
Slifka Center:

Much has been said and written about the nature of love.
I want to share two models that help shape the work
that we do on campus as a rabbinic couple. Eric Fromm
in his work “The Art of Loving” distinguishes between
various types of love. ‘Brotherly love,’ he argues, functions universally: “If I have developed the capacity for
love, then I cannot help loving my brothers. In brotherly
love there is the experience of union with the whole of
mankind, of human solidarity. Brotherly love is based on
the experience that we’re all one.”
In contrast, Rabbi Akiva offers a different understanding
of brotherly love. In a well-known passage in the Talmud
(Tractate Bava Matzia 62a), he adjudicates on a case in
which there is only enough water to save you or your
friend. He says that you should drink the water because
your life takes precedence over
your friend’s life. “Love thy neighbor as thyself,” means, according
to this view, that your greatest
love needs to be for yourself and
all other love flows in various
degrees of intimacy from that
self-love.

“We envision our home to be one built firmly on the
Torah’s teachings, values, and
prescriptions for daily living. A
home where people are made to
feel welcome, and where there
is always room at the table for
another guest. A home that is
the base for a life dedicated to
helping the Jewish people, to
Rabbi Akiva hereby asserts that
teaching others about the beauty
love—even brotherly love—plays
and power of the Torah … We
favorites, chooses sides, and
hope that the fuel required to
confers specialness. This natuachieve these goals with emanate
rally distinguishing quality of love
from our relationship with one
Rabbi
Noah
Cheses
and
Sarah
Cheses
recently
competed
explains why we all seek to hang
another. We will be each other’s
the Miami Half-Marathon with Yale students, to raise
out with certain groups over other
rock of support. We will push in
money for Yachad, a non-profit dedicated to addressing the
groups. Loving the nearer rings
each other to maximize our God needs of Jewish individuals with disabilities.
of people more than the farther
given talents and to use them in
ones, helps us live well ordered lives with varying degrees
the service of our Creator in Heaven.”
Reflecting on the last three years since we arrived in of attachment and commitment to our spouse, family
New Haven, it brings me great fulfillment to realize how and people.
close we have remained to our mission statement. We
find ourselves regularly pulling a folding chair out of our
closet for another student at our Shabbat table. We have
taught dozens of classes on relevant Torah topics that
engage both the mind and the heart. The engine for this
effort has certainly been the unconditional regard and
support that my wife and I have for one another.
The most significant change to our way of living has
been the birth of our two children which has added a
dynamic circle of love to our lives. We raise our daughter
and son in the presence of our students. In displaying
care and attention to our children, students have told us
that they have learned about parenting, the beauty of
family and the Jewish value of passing values along to
the next generation.
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While both of these models ignite our work at different moments, my wife and I favor Rabbi Akiva’s wisdom;
we continue to grow the flame of our innermost circle
of love, knowing that it will overflow onto our children
and students. We hope and pray that loving in concentric
circles will empower us to carefully construct the contours
of the next link in the chain of Jewish peoplehood.

Save the Date!
Upcoming Yale Reunion Weekends are May 23-25
and May 30-June 1, 2014. Include Slifka Center
in your plans: join us for Shabbat Dinner, Saturday
afternoon Open House or Sunday’s Bagel Brunch.
Contact Jennifer Rogin Wallis in Slifka Center’s
Development Office for more information at
jennifer.wallis@yale.edu or at 203-432-7376.
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Love on Crown Street
By Ina Silverman, CC ‘80; MPH ‘83 with
Jay Sokolow, BK ‘78
Soon after arriving on campus freshman year, while at
dinner in the basement Kosher Kitchen on Crown Street
I noticed one guy who was able to identify the colors of
M&M’s® with his eyes closed. I was fascinated and tested
him myself. Sure enough, he was right every time. We
became good buddies, having other love interests at the
time, but occasionally saw a movie on campus together.
Of course, we saw each other many times a week at
meals. He went on to medical school and a non-Jewish
girlfriend. I stayed for a master’s degree and called him
long distance regularly to complain.
At some point we realized that best friends made good
lovers and we’ve been married twenty-nine years,
another successful KKC (Kosher Kitchen Couple). Our
kids were in strollers with us at the ground breaking for
the Slifka Center in 1993. They were almost trampled at
Shabbat dinner there when it first opened and we never
brought them back. Now our son is at our alma mater for
law school and we meet him for lunch at Slifka Center

every so often. He’s
big enough now
not to be trampled.
One highlight was
recently
bumping
into Rabbi Jim Ponet
’68, P ‘97, who
arrived on campus
around the time I Ina Silverman, CC ’80; MPH ’83 and Jay
left decades ago, Sokolow, BK ’78
and introducing him to my son, the next generation.
We’ve celebrated friends’ new babies and mourned
at a funeral in the “red-ceiling” Chapel. I stop to read
the announcements on the bulletin boards, always tickled at how many opportunities there are for fabulously
interesting experiences on campus and off. Sometimes
I sit in the lobby reading or observing students around
me, kvelling over the richness of Jewish life on campus
today. This is a far cry from the handful of us Kosher
Kitchen members eating in the Crown Street basement
soup kitchen with Doc, always wearing a white apron
and a smile, Mrs. Carter, and Mrs. Adler, a quintessential
Jewish bubbe. But no dessert at Slifka Center has yet to
equal Mrs. Adler’s chocolate syrup cake for Shabbos.

Love in “The Fishbowl”
By Naomi Zymelman Weinberger, BK ’88 and Michael Weinberger, BR ’88

Their wedding ...

We were two of the four Kosher kids who joined the Kosher Kitchen in the
fall of 1984. First semester junior year we were inseparable, platonic friends.
Michael spent second semester in Israel that year. When we reunited in
the fall of senior year, we immediately became a real couple. We didn’t tell
people at the Kitchen for a while, because it was a little bit of a fishbowl
back then, but eventually we shared the obvious. We got married in August
1989 and many of our Kitchen friends were there, waiving their white dinner
napkins to a rendition of “Bright College Years.”

... and now!

Newlyweds at Slifka Center
By Mordechai (Mordu) Levy-Eichel ’14 PhD Candidate and
Rachel Scheinerman ’14 PhD

Mordechai (Mordu) Levy-Eichel ’14 PhD Candidate
and Rachel Scheinerman ’14 PhD Candidate with
Simcha

Mordu met Rachel (who uses the Hebrew pronunciation of her name)
by accident. We were both on the wrong registration line at graduate
school orientation, each wearing name cards. I started to mispronounce
her name, and she gently corrected me. I playfully responded, well, I
guess you must be Jewish then. But we never thought we met by accident. We’re certain that had we not met then we would have shortly
thereafter at Slifka Center, as we both quickly became involved with
Yale’s Jewish community, attending services at Slifka Center and JGAP
(Jewish Graduate and Professionals) events. Now we’ve been married six
months (and have an adorable dog named Simcha).
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We Love Eli’s Mishpacha, Yale’s Jewish Alumni Group
Do you want to help plan programs for Yale Jewish alumni in your local community? Let us
help you! Join our Facebook page: Eli’s Mishpacha or contact Slifka Center’s Development Office for
more information at jennifer.wallis@yale.edu.
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What do I love about
Slifka Center?

Students from Yale Hillel are
participating in the National
Hillel Basketball Tournament this
spring. Team members include:
David Hopen, MC ’17; Zachary
Young, SM ’17; Jonathan Marx,
DC ’17; Aaron Greenberg, BK
’17; Danny Ullman, MC ’15;
Nathan Wasserman, University of
Maryland ’15; and Noam Tanner
’14 PhD (not pictured).
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“I love Slifka Center
because it is microcosm
of everything that
is beautiful at Yale:
family, depth, warmth.
It is a privilege to be part
of this community.”
-David Hopen, MC ’17

Robert Indiana’s iconic LOVE
sculpture in New York City
(above) and his Hebrew
version, AHAVA (below) at
the Israel Museum in Tel Aviv.

